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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Brief review of:-cip'erat ing mechanisms of PTA

1~ The Preferential Trade 'Ar ea for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA)
was established in 1981 following the declaration of intent and commitment on
the establishment of a PTA made by the Extra~ordtriaryMeeting of Ministers of
Trade, Commerce, Finance ahd Planning of the East, Central and Southern African
sub-region held in Lusaka, Y~rch 1978. The Trea~y estab1ishi~g PTA was completed
in June 1981, and approved in October 1981 ·at··a -meet.Ln g of ministers. It was
ractified on 21st December 1981 by 9 of the 18 nations involved. One of the
main arrangements that emerged subsequently has been a clearing and payment
facility. The main objective of this faci11ty was to promote the flow of traded
goods and services within the sub-region and to facilitate payments. National
currencies have to be used for settling net 'ba l ances at the end ofa transaction
period. This PTA multi-lateral payments structure was meant. to contribute in
its own way towards the process of economic integration, the rationalisation of
industrial production and, above all, economic transformation within the sub
region and in Africa as a whole, in line with the 1980 Lagos Plan of Action.!!

2. But the ultimate aim of the Preferential Trade Area goes for not only to
promote intra subregional trade but also to promote co-operation and development
in all fields of economic activity partJ~ular1y in the fields ' of trade, customs,
industry, transport, communications, agriculture, natural resources and monetary
affairs with the aim of raising the standard .of living of its peoples, of
fostering closer relations among its Member ,St at es , and to contribute to the
progress and c ,': "; 'c !. '; P~' ':: ~lC ci: ::: 1-.<.; [~I' iCull COULi.lU~ll( ... L.i 1:he PTA finally emhbiced
20 countries: Angola, Bo t swana , Burundi, Comoros, ,D.j i bout i , Ethiopia, Ke;riya, '
Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Hauritius, Nozambiquei:.Rwand~, Seychelles,S'Qmalia,
Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe witna total population or
about 184 million and an overall GDP of US$ 42.1 billion in 1986 (US$ 229.5
per capita). The preamble of the Treaty, however, affirms the principles of
soverenity, equality and independence of all states involved.

3. The Preferential Trade Area operates through the following institutions:
(i) the authority consisting of the Heads of State and Government of the
Members States and vested with executive power; (ii) the Council of Ministers
representing all nations involved; (iii) the Secretariat of PTA headed by a
Secretary-General independent of national allegiance; (iv) the Tribunal for
the settlement of inter country disputes and (v) the Intergovernmental
Commissions and Technical Committees in the fields of Customs and Trade, Clearing
and Payments, agricultural co-operation, transport and communication and other
ad hoc committees.

1/ See PTA, ~lulti1ateral Clearing Facility: Operational Procedures Manual
ReserVe Bank of Zimbabwe, January 1984, p. 3.

2! See PTA, Treaty for the Establishment of the Preferential Trade Area
for Eastern and Southern (Jrican States, 9 June 1982.
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development and facilitate intra-PTA trade by providing guarantees to exporters
and credits to importers. The resources hence mobilized from within the
subregion could be supplemented by financial and technical assistance from donor
countries and international financing institutions.

c. Time tables for the establishment of the community

6. The founding fathers of East and Southern African Community decided to start
first with the "Preferential Trade Area" (PTA) for a period of ten years from
the definitive entry into force of the PTA Treaty, because they believed that
the big-push-once and for all approach would be counterproductive. They adopted
a step by step and pragmatic approach which would attempt to minimize the stresses
and strains that would aris~ in short-term from: (i) the economic adjustments
that each participating country would have to make within its domestic economy
and in respect of its political and economic relations with other participating
countries (ii) the economic problems that would arise, as a result of the
inevitable unequal distribution of benefits among the participating countries,
during the early stages of the integration process. The founding fathers also
recognized that the single, dispe~se, project-by-project appraach, although
most practical and easiest it might appear on the surface, would be the quickest
route to imbalancing stresses and strains, that would strengthen the forces of
polarisation, and frustrate the objective of attaining the subregional common
market.

7. That is why the PTA Treaty was built following a step~by-step approach,
sectorally and inter-sectorallYt which combines the careful balancing of the
project-by-project approach within each sector, with inter-project and inter
sectoral programmes aimed at the gradual integration of all sectors p in all
participating countries. The key mechanisms for the promotion of such inter
project and inter-sectoral programmes are the trade promotion mechanisms
(reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers and customs facilitation). It
is believed that starting with trade promotions would help strongly ciment
inter-project, inter-sectoral and inter-country economic relations within the
subregion. This explains why most of the provisions of the PTA Treaty and
Protocols deal with trade liberalization arrangementso For trade liberalization
and facilitation measures will, in the short-term and medium-term, encourage
the PTA member States to loosen their economic and trading relations with
countries outside the subregion and trade more with each other, and thus
facilitate the economic integration process in other sectors o And supplementary
programmes to strengthen trade liberalization measures are coordinated and
complementary transport and communications systems.

8. At the end of the 'ten year period, provisions should be made to transform
the Preferential Trade Area into a Common ~~rket havinr a common external tariff
and thereafter into an Economic Community for Eastern and Southern African States
With the step by step approach p it is difficult to speculate at moment whether
such Eastern and Southern African Economic Community will be established before
or after the LPA target year 2000~ But with the emphasis on the trade liberaliza
tion, there are reasons to believe that the integration process will speed up
as quickly as possible, other socia-political factors being equal.
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13. Operational co-ordination of transport is an area of concentration that
complements infrastructura1 improvements. The programmes on operational co
ordination of different modes of transport entail, among other things, simpli
fication and standardis~tion 'of rules, procedures and docUmentation. One of·
the prominent regulatory features of the transport industry of PTA member States
is the multiplicity of ,r ul es , regulations and documentation that are required
for the movement of cargo. This state of affairs gives rise to delays in the
movement of traffic and ~stronomical transport costs. ' The sine ~ua no~

conditions for the facilitation of inter-State movement of traff1c is the
removal of these non-physical barriers through the process of simplification
and harmonization of transit rules, procedures, documentation and the standardisa
tion of road design standards and vehicle specifications.

C. Methods and aEproaches adopted in the planning of transport
and communication at the subregional level

14. In compliance with the decision of the meeting of the Fifth Council of
Ministers adopted by the Third ,Meeting of the PTA Authority, the secretariat
was directed to submit a work programme in the field of transport and communica- .
tions to the meeting of Ministers of Transport and Communications held in
Lusaka, 6-8 June 1985. The secretariat submitted at the meeting "Perspective
Work Plan and Phased-Time Schedule for the Implementation of Projects/Programmes '
in the Short and Medium Term (1985-1990)".

15. The Plan recognized the importance of an efficient and integrated transport
and communications system to the process of economic development in general and
inter-regional trade 'expansi on . The sin~ qua non of such a development of
complementary transport and communications policies and systems is first, the
effective co-ordination of planning and implementation of inter-state infra
structural projects. At the PTA level, this co-ordination entail the exchange
of information by me~er States on their plans and status of the implementation
of inter-State projects. This would facilitate the programming and execution
of inter-State and regional projects. Failure to co-ordinate the development
of transport and communications links that have a regional dimension is partly
the cause of existing inter-State links that are fragmented. Secondly,
operational co-ordination is required to facilitate the movement of inter-State
traffic on both roads and railways; the simplification and standardization of trade
and transportdo~uments; common design specifications for the regional road
trunk network .necessary for the free movement of vehicles; and harmonized
development of civ~l aviation; ,i nl and water transport, maritime shipping;
telecommunications and postal ,t a r i f f s and the evolution of preferential rates
and tariffs. When the . ,operational .ph~se of the PTA was launched in July 1984,
the development of viable and r?liable inter-state transport links and services.
improvements of existing infrastructural networks in terms of capacities and
performances had become critical. This is because of the . role of transport and
communications can either be catalytic or permissive to the process of intra-' .
PTA trade expansion and the promotion of subre~ional economic integration.
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19. In the area of air transport p it is proposed that for the immediate future,
emphasis should be on the harmonization of flight sched~~es and the pooling
of maintenance facilities; based on what is already available within the

' subr egi on. The intet-country co-operation in civil aviation would embrace the
standardisation of practices with respect to passenger and cargo facilitation
at airports, co-ordination of schedules and operations, standardisation of
aircraft fleet, pooling of training and maintenance facilities and development
ot air cargo services. The aim is to adopt" step by step measures for the
establishment of a PTA airline in the future •

20. With regards to maritime transport, the main thrust is to establish a PTA
Multinational Shipping Line by the early 19908, beginning with the harmonisation
of ' t he operations of 'exi s t i ng national vessels, from Masawa and Assab in
Ethibpia to 'Maputo in Mozambique bringing in, the island countries of Comoros,
Madagascar, Mauritius and the Seychelles and Angola and Namibia along s~the

West Coast of Africa~' This first phase will also include pooling of maintenance
'servi ces , with the aim of gradually integrating the existing national shipping
lines into one PTA shipping enterprise. The programme on the development of
integrated inland water transport, operating mainly in lakes Victoria,
Tanganyika, Malawi p Nyasa, the Shire and Zambezi rivers has been drawn up. It
is also proposed to undertake study on the transport operations that are multi
modal with a view of recomrnendinp. measures that would promote multimodal
transport operations.

21. The proposed work programme in the sector of telecommunications between
1985-1990 will focus on the mobilization of financial and technical resources
from within and outside the subregion required for the implementation of inter
Stace p ro j ects i.:hdl:. are ail .l........clgcal p.UL U.L ('~le rdi! lti..i:icau 're Leconmurri.catLons
Network (PANbFTEL). It is also prorosed inter alia, to promote optimum
utilization of completed inter-state tQ~e~roounicatrons network and the use of
the PTA Clearing House for the settlement of telecommunications accounts, to
promote manpower training especially in the operational and maintenance fields,
and to undertake in the medium term the feasibility study of regional satellite
telecommunications. With respect to pestal services the programme in short
term focusses on the promotion of closer co-operation among the postal
administrations of the PTA sub-region in order to enhance efficient postal
services, the establishment of intra-PTA mail routing, mail transit and sorting
centres and programmes on manpower training and development.

D. Status of
programme.

lementation of the
action 1985-1990

communications

22. The Council of Ministers held recently in K~pala (Uganda) 28-30 November
1987 reviewed the state of the implementation of the programme of action in
the transport and communications sector. The ministersdep!ored that some'
member States accord less importance to the' execution of the projects ·which have
a subregional impact. The meeting noted that it was necessary for member
States to submit to the PTA secretariat the information regarding the mobiliza
tion of resources required ~o ~~e execution of the PTA transport and
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of flight scheduling, planning and civil aviation experts met in Lusaka in
September 1986 was able to co-ordinate 34 per cent of the flights which
misconnected. The following airlines altered their schedules to effect passenger
transfers: Air Burundi, Air Tanzania Corporation, Uganda Airlines, Air Djibouti,
Ethiopian Airlines and Zambia Airways. New direct air services have also been
inaugurated: from Addis Ababa to Luanda and from Kigali to Entebbe and vice-versa.
With regard to the pooling of aircraft, maintenance and training, the Council
has designated PTA collaborative Civil Aviation Training and Aircraft Maintenance
Centres which are: (a) Ethiopian Airlines Maintenance Base (Addis Ababa) for
air frame B707, B727, B767, B737 and B757; engine overhaul JT-3, JT-8 and
JT-9; and avionics, overhaul and test of avionics components associated with
the above aircraft and engine types; (b) air Zimbabwe (Harare) for airframe
B737 and for engine overhaul JT-8 and JT-3; (c) Zambia airways (Lusaka) for
airframe B737 and Avionics: . overhaul and test of avionic comPonents associated
with all types of aircraft used by PTA airlines; (d) Air Madagascar (Anatananarivo)
for airframe B737; overhaul of HS 748, twin-others and other turbo-frop iircrafts;
and PT6-27.

25. With respect of aviation training the following were approved as PTA
collaborative centres in civil aviation: (a) the Addis Ababa Pilot and aircraft
maintenance Technicians Centre (Ethiopia) for Pilot Training and Aircraft
Maintenance Technicians Courses; (b) The East African Civil Aviation Training
School (Nairobi, Kenya) for ground services including air traffic control,
aeronautical telecommunications engineering, and telecommunications operations
courses; (c) The Zambia Air Services TraininB Institute (ZASTI) for pilot
training, assistant/advanced instructors ratings, type rating, aircraft
maintenance engineers, airframes and engines licence, basic and advanced
aeronautical electronics technology, air traffic control, meteorological
assistants, rescue fire services, and basic and advanced training navigation
aids; and (d) East African Civil Aviation Academy-Sorote Flying School (Uganda).

26. With respect to coastal shipping and inland water transport, the preliminary
study on the possibilities of co-ordinating and harmonising the operations of
coastal vessels has been completed and distributed to member States as well as
the one dealing with Lake transport services and port facilities on Lakes Victoria,
TangAnyika and Malawi/Nyasa, the Shire and ZambeZi rivers. Likewise, a study
was commissioned on the improvement of inter-state Postal services in the PTA
subrogion.

III. TRADE PLANNING AT THE SUBREGIONAL LEVEL

A. Trade objectives

27. The promotion and gradual liberalization of trade among the member States
with a view to the progressive establishment of a common market and eventually
an economic community among the member States is the general framework of the
trade objective in the PTA subregion. This supposes that the PTA member States
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Without significant transportation and communication links it is difficult to
expect increase in intra-PTA trade.

30. Other threats to PTA trade success include the possibility that some
member-States will not attempt to interupt reliance on traditional metropoles
because they believe that dependence on a regional hegemony namely with South
Africa is worse. However, South Africa did not prevent Lesotho, Botswana, and
Swaziland from joining PTA, because the provisions preventing reexport of goods
to or from South Africa can and probably will be easily circumvented by its
neighbours with which it trades. The need for hard currencies will still
continue to perpetuate . the traditional trade links with the former colonial
powerswhich are in need of the subregion's raw materials and natural re~urses•

c. Methods and approaches adopted in planning PTA trade

31. The Work Programme of the PTA secretariat in the field of Customs and
Trade foctisses on the following six sub-sectors:

1. The establishment of the Common List of goods produced in
the subregion

32. PTA member States were requested to submit a list 6f commodities to be
included in what the Treaty refers to as the "Common List" in respect of which·
they have expressed import and export interests and which would qualify for
preferential treatment when traded among the member States. 7/ However, .the
Rule 2(1)(a) of the Protocol on the Rules of Origin for products to be traded
between the PTA member States requiring that such "products must have been
produced by enterprises which are subject to management by a majority of
nationals and at least 51 per cent equity holding by nationals of the member
States or a Government or Governmen$ of the member States or institutions, agencies
or enterprises or corporations of such Goverriment or Governments U fouad a compromise
after 4 years of difficult negotiations. Once the PTA was launched on
1 January 1982, the member States found it impossible to operate this Rule.
Two expert groups were established to report on it: one in 1984 and another
in July 1985. These reached sharp ideological, political and practical
differences among the member States on the application, as distinct from the
principle, of the Rule. By July 1985 when the Council of Ministers met at
Bujumbura (Burundi), the ·di f f er ences in the Council were so great that the PTA
Secretary-General described them as constituting a threat to the survival of t~e

PTA. Consequently another team of experts was appointed to look into the matter
and make recommendations. The report and recommendations of this team was
considered at the well-attended First Extra-Ordinary ~fuetin8 of the Authority
in Bujumbura (Burundi) 27-29 May 1986~

7/ Three editions of Common List were made so far: the first in
December 1983, the second in July 1985 and the third in July 1987; overall
there are now 418 commodities in the Common List.
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36. However, as to the provisions of matching the commodities with import and
exports interest, it is felt that such provisions restrict the promotion of
intra-PTA trade and'that the Treaty's phrase "whichare of both import and
export interest" did not necessarly imply matching. Thus, all commodities,
of import and export interest should be included in the Common List regardless
of whether there was a corresponding import and. export interest expres8e~5 9/
Commodities will still receive preferential treatment strictly in accordance with
the provisions of the Protocol on the rule of origin of the PTA Treaty.

37. As to the relaxation of non-tariff barriers, three considerations are made.
First, as far as money and financial measures are concerned, PTA member States
are urged: (i) to remove the system of advance import deposit ,within one year;"
(ii) to gradually reduce taxes on foreign exchange transactions other than fees,
commissions or similar ~harges imposed for services rendered; (iii) to earmark
a proportion of their foreign exchange availabilities for the financing of their
intra-PTA imports; and (iv) to remove the foreign exchange restrictions in
relation to intra-PTA trade.

38. Secondly, with regard to quantitative restrictions, prohibitions should not
exist in Intra-PTA trade or otherwiue a small but meaningful quotas for PTA
partners should be Biven with effect from 1985 namely for those countries which
wish to protect infant industries. Wherever quotas affecting Common List products
exist, the countries concerned should establish PTA sub-quotas within the
global quota limits. Special preferential treatment should be given to PTA
suppliers. in the issuing of , import 'licences.

39. Thirdly, with regard to administrative practices, PTA member States are
urged to consider using as a model the GATT Agreement on Licensing Procedures,
the Brussels and GATT Valuation Codes as well as the Harmonized Commodity
Description and Coding System and to speed up the implementation of the Protocol
on the harmonization of standards and quality control.

3. Harmonization of customs regulations and
procedures to facilitate intra-PTA trade

40. A programme of action for adoption and implementation of the harmonized
system (RS) was proposed to all PTA member States. According to this programme,
PTA member-States were urged (i) to make all the necessary efforts to sign the
HS Convention by December 1986 (although Lesotho, Mauritius and Swaziland had
already done so) and to adopt the fqll six-digit nomenclature in the interest
of harmonizing their customs nomenclature; (ii) to seek from cec, UNCTAD or
EEC technical assistance with regrtrd to tariff transposition; (iii) to revise
the concessions given under the GATT in the light of the transposition; (iv) to
initiate the necessary modification to their domestic legislation in accordance '

9/ This means that the prov1s1ons of the Treaty should be amended. Some PTA
countries (like Ethiopia) reserved their position on this new concept of the
Treaty's provisions.
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other member States; (iii) arrangements should be made without further delay on
the selection of a permanent headquarters of the Clearing House if it is to
stand on its own feet by 1987; (iv) the setting up of the PTA tribunal should
be expe4itecl; in the interim complaints or disputes arising out of the application
or interpretation of the Treaty should be directed to the Secretary-General for
onward transmission to the Authority of Heads of State and Government; and
(v) UAPTA Travellers Cheques should be introduced for encashment within PTA
member States in order to facilitate visits and personal contacts among
businessmen. To this end a study should be undertaken on the technical and legal
requirements and modalities for the introduction of such cheques •

45. On theserecommendations~ the PTA Council of Ministers took zhe ·f oi l owi ng
decisions: (i) Every Monetary Authority (Central Bank) should instruct or
encourage commercial banks in its territory to open' correspondent relations
and accounts with commercial banks in the other PTA member States and encourage
its commercia1 'banks to arr.ange for settlement of trade transactions involving
PTA member States through the Clearing House. In this respect~ seminars :should
be organized to -inform the commercial banks and the buisness community of the
operations and advantages of the PTA Multilateral Clearing Facility; (ii) a
memorandum-of 'understanding to be executed by each Monetary Authority within
six months after complying with the relevant legal formalities in each member
States was issued in order to strengthen the juridical status of their dealing
with the Clearing House; (iii) the Clearing House should clear any payments
authorised by the paying authority; and that a balance of payments support
facility should be provided to those monetary authorities who may find themselves
perpetual net debtors in the settlement of inter-State transactions undertaken
through the Cl~aring House; (iv) all member monetary authorities should control
and prevent the initiation of commitments in excess of agreed credit limits;
(vi) the PTA will have its own Unit of Account (UAPTA) equal to one SnR of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and~ therefore, the Financial Rules and
Regulations of the PTA ' should be amended so that the contributions of member
States to the PTA budget will be computed in UAPTA and paid in convertible
currencies. lJJ

46. Another related achievement is the establishment of the PTA Trade and
Development Bank which begun its operations in 1986 in Bujumbura (Burundi).
The Trade Window of this Bank is supposed to facilitate intra-PTA trade by
providing guarantees to exporters and credits to importers. The Development
Window of the Bank on the other hand is expected to facilitate the restructuring
and integration of production sectors~ as well as the creation of a comprehensive
and integrated PTA transport system, by participating in the financing of multi
national projects in the sectors of agriculture industry and transport. Of the
15 PTAm~mber States, 11 had signed the charter of the Bank and of these 9 had
paid their contributions, as of July 1986. A core staff was now in Burundi to
get the Bank operational.

111 The PTA will adopt the exchange rates between the UAPTA and other
currencies that are notified by the Clearing House of the PTA. When the UAPTA
are exchanged into any other currency~ the amount taken into account is the amount
actually obtained for UAPTA equivalerlt of that currency. In other words, the PTA
should maintain its books of accounts in UAPTA instead of the United States dollar
as was the case for the previous transactions.
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The total intra-PTA trade of US$789.3 million represents approximately only
4-5 per cent of total PTA countries' trade. This shows that the trade performance
had not kept up with the trade objective of PTA and the various measures under
taken so far to promote it. It is too early to expect any significant change

• in the pattern of intra-PTA trade in view of the problems that were enumerated
above. It will need a little time for the various measures of reduction of
tariff and non-tariff barriers to have an impact on the performance of intra-PTA

, trade.

2. The implementation of PTA trade objectives

(a) Customs and trade

51. In accordance with Article 6 of Arlnex I to the PTA Treaty, all .member States
of the PTA are required to give preferential treatment, in respect of the
reduction of tariffs and relaxation of non-tariff barriers, to commodities in
the approved Common List within 180 days after the approval of such a list. The
first Common List was approved in December 1983. This means the operational
phase of the process of reducing tariff barriers and relaxing non-tariff barriers.
should begin by 1st July 1984.

52. The first step the PTA secretariat undertook is the publication of the
approved Common List in the official gazette of the PTA on 31 January 1984, and
its circulation to all member State so as to facilitate the publication, by each
member State~ of a preferential PTA Customs Tariff Column and~ in cases where this
was not possible, the publication of suspension orders or regulations before "
1st July 1984. The eligible groups of commodities in the Common List in respect
of which tariffs were reduced (or should have been reduced) for the 1st July are
classified into six broad groups embracing~ food items excluding luxury goods;
intermediate goods; durable consumer goods and non-durable consumer goods,
particularly goods of particular importance to economic development; capital
goods; and finally luxury goods. The highest percentage tariff reductions of
50 per cent and above apply to agricultural raw materials - intermediate and
capital goods that are required by member States as inputs for the promotion of
industrial and agricultural development purposes. lit

141 This is in conformity to the underlying objective of the PTA, namely,
the generation of the process of economic transformation and self-sustaining growth
and development in the PTA subregion. The six groups of commodities i~ the
Common List are: Group 1: food (excluding luxury goods) embraces 52 commodities
with reduction in tariffs and other charges of equivalent effect: 30 per cent;
Group IIA: agricultural raw materials~ 15 commodities with reduction: 50 per cent;
Group lIB: non-agricultural raw materials~ 11 commodities with reduction: 60 per
cant; Group III: Intermediate goods, 75 commodities with reduction~ 65 per cent;
Group IVA: Durable consumer goods (excluding commodities in Group IV and IVD),
23 commodities with reduction: 40 per cent; Group IVB: Durable consumer goods
(excluding commodities falling under Groups IVC and IVD)~ 68 commodities with
reduction: 35 per cent; Group IVC: highly competing consumer goods~ 34 commodities
with reduction : 30 per cent; Group IVD: Consumer goods of particular importance
to economic development (rather than capital goods), 15 commodities with reduction:
70 per cent; Group V: capital goods (exclUding transport equipment), 21 commoditi~s

with reduction: 70 per cent; Group VI~ luxury goods, 11 commodities with reduction:
P"I'tt.._ .... _ ..... _, '-- ~ ~ .1 ~ £. ~ __ .!._ .11..."-_ ,, .,. ~ _. ! _ .."nll'!"
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(b) Clearing and payments arrangements

55. In order to alleviate the problem of the shortage of foreign exchange, the
PTA Treaty provides for the machinery of a Clearing and Payments system, which
will be operated through a Clearing House. The Clearing House, which is housed
in the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, was formally launched on 1st February 1984. Its
aim is to encourage the use of national currencies in the settlement of intra
PTA Trade Transactions and other services and thus reducing the use of foreign
exchange in inter-state transactions. At the end of every transaction period of
two months, the accounts of all the participating countries are balanced and
countries that are in debit are required to settle in foreign exchange •

56. During the first transactions period, 1st February to 31st March 1984, the
business of the Clearing House progressed steadily and reached PTA units of
Account the UAPTA = lSDR, 5.6 million. The trade pattern was fairly evenly
balanced. Consequently, of the total volume of business recorded during that
period, only 23 per cent of total transactions was settled in -foreign exchange.
The situation in the- next -t r ansact i ons period from 1st April to 31st May was les
favourable. The volume of business increased to about 8 millions UAPTA; but the
proportion of the balance settled in foreign exchange also rose to 69 per cent
of total business transacted. During the third transactions from 1st June to .
31st July the pattern of trade was even more unbalanced. While the volume of
business increased, the amount settled in hard currency considerably rose to
94 per cent of total business o Performance -in the fourth transactions period
from 1st August to 30 September 1984 was reminiscent of the third transactions
period. The trade pattern was just as unbalanced as in the third transactions
period. Consequently, even though the volume of business decreased, the
proportion of trade settled in foreign exchange amounted to 92 per cent. It is
clear from this record, that the PTA Clearing Facility is not doing as well as
one would hope.

(c) Proble~ in the implementation of other PTA
measures as of December 1986

57. Only a few countries have published the PTA T~riff column or suspension
orders. Several member States has not yet acceded to the Internation.al
Conventions - such as the Kyoto or the Nairobi Convention - for harmonization
and standardisation of customs, laws, regulations and procedures. Member States

have generally -not aligned their trade document and procedures to the United Nations
layout key. Seve-ral member States have not yet started using the interim transport
document for the documentation of transit goods within the PTA. Several
countries are finding it difficult to adhere strictly to the rules of origin.
Only six countries are using the PTA Clearing Facility. Some member States are
still insisting using covertible currency for the settlements of intra-PTA Trade
in certain goods. In many member States exporters and importers find it difficult
to obtain licences from the authorities either to export to or import from other
PTA countries. Commercial Banks are generally reluctant to open correspondent
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2. Means and ways of strengthening the planning and
operational capacity of the PTA secretariat

61. A PTA ministerial delegation paid visit to the World Bank, the Secretary
General of the United Nations~ the European Investment Bank, the European
Economic Co~u~~ty~ the ,FAO, the International Development Fund, the ADB and the
World Food Council. As a result of this mission, a cooperation agreement was
signed between FAO and PTA on 13 November 1987 which provide a US$ 84000 project
for technical assistance to PTA in the formulation of food security
projects. In addition, FAO will send a pluri displinary mission to PTA to help
the PTA secretariat prepare concert projects in the field of agricultural
devolopment of the subregion and contribute to implement them.

62. The PTA secretariat has endeavoured for the mobilization of financial and
technical resources from the inte~national community. It has received technical
assistance from the ECA, UNCTAD, FAO, the United Nations Centre on Transnational
Corporations, lTC, the African Centre for Monetary Studies, lCAO and AFCAC. The
Council of Ministers approved the appointment of a number of candidates on
secondment and renewal of contracts of a number of staff members to the staff of
the secretariat. Howev?r, the appointments to the staff of the secretariat are
done strictly in accordance with the staff Rules and 'Regul a t i ons which require
posts to be advertised and competent candidates interviewed, regardless of their
nationality by the Committee of the Whole of the Intergovernmental Commission of
Experts which should consider the appointment of staff to the PTA secretariat
and make its recommendations to the Council

GENERAL CONCLUSION

63. Despite its title, the PTA Treaty is much more than an elaborate definition
of trading and distribution relationships among the countries of Eastern and
Southern Africa. It is an instrument, par excellence, for collective effort in
the promotion of self-reliant and self-sustaining growth and development in the
Eastern and Southern subregion . It provides for cooperation in all major sectors
embracing trade, industrial and agricultural co-operation, transport and
communications and appropliate financial and other arrangements. It has oui1t
into it, a step-by-step approach. During the first ten-year phase, emphasis is
put on promoting intra-subregional trade, without of course neglecting the other
sectors.especially those on which increase in trade directly depends.

64. The underlying logic behind the approach of concentrating on trade promotion
in the early phases of implementing the provisions of the PTA Treaty is that,
as sectoral linkages among the PTA member States are established and strenghtened
through exports to and imports from each other, the complementarity of production
sectors and units located in different countries within the PTA subregion will
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ANNEX I

COUNTRY PROGRESS REPORTS ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF DECISIONS
TAKEN BY THE POLICY ORGANS OF THE PTA IN THE FIELD OF

CUSTONS AND TRADE a/

(L) , BURUNDI

(a) Publication of PTA tariff rates in respect of additional
cormoodities to the Common List: (measures to publish
being undertaken);

(b) Relaxation/elimination of non-tariff barriers as from
1st January 1986; (necessary measures being undertaken)t

(c) Taking of necassary measures to effect further tariff
reductions as from 1st October 1986; (necessary measures
being undertaken).

(ii) COMOROS

(a) Publication of PTA tariff rates in respect of goods contained
in the Common List; (compiled but awaiting Parliamentary
approval);

(b) Forwarding of data on preferenti.al trade (measures being
undertaken);

(c) Utilization of the Clearing House~ (measures being
undertaken);

(d) Publication of PTA tariff rates in respect of additional
commodities to the Common List, (measures being undertaken);

(e) Relaxation/elimination of non-tariff barriers as from
1st January 1986, (measures being undertaken);

(f) Taking of necessary measures to effect further tariff
reductions asffrom 1st October 1986 t (awaiting outcome
of study on Comoros and Djibouti).

(iii) DJIBOUTI

(a) Publication of PTA tariff rates in respect of goods
contained in the Common List;

(b) Forwarding of data on preferential trade;

(c) Utilization of the Clearing House~

(d) Publication of PTA tariff rates in respect of additional
commodities to the Common List;

a/ See PTA Renort of the ei.ahth MeetinQ of the Counci l of Min;Qh:,'t"co .T11 1 u 1Q~':'
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(vii) MALAWI

(a) Forwarding of data on preferential trade;

(b) Publication of PTA tariff rates in respect of
additional commodities to the Common List;

(c) Relaxation/elimination of non-tariff barriers
as from 1st January 1986;

(d) Taking of necessary measures to effect further
tariff reductions as from 1 October 1986.
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(viii) MAURITIUS

(a) Publication of PTA tariff rates in respect of
goods contained in the Common List;

(b) Forwarding of data on preferential trade;

(c) Publication of PTA tariff rates in respect of
additional commodities to the Common List;

(d) Taking of necessary measures to effect
further tariff reductions as from 1st October 1986.

(Lx) RWANDA

(a) Forwarding of data on preferential trade
(preferential trade has not taken place);

(b) Utilization of the Clearing House; necessary steps
have been taken to use the Clearing House);

(c) Publication of PTA tariff rates in respect of additional
commodities to the Common List; (awaiting Parliamentary
approval) ;

(d) Relaxation/elimination of non-tariff barriers as from
1 January 1986; (Advance import deposits abolished);

(e) Taking of nece~sary measures to effect further
tariff reductions as from 1st Oc~ober 1986. (measures

' be i ng undertaken).

(x) SOMALIA

(a) Publication of ,PTA tariff rates;

(b) Forwardine of data on preferential trade;

(c) Establishment of bonded warehouses, transit or
customs areas;
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(xiv)

(xv)
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ZAMBIA

(a) Publication of PTA tariff rates in respect of additional
commodities to the Common List; (awaiting Parliamentary approval);

(b) Relaxation/elimination of non-tariff barriers as from
1 January 1986;

(c) Taking of necessary measures to effect further tariff
reductions as from 1st October 1986.

ZIMBABWE

(a) Forwarding of data on preferential trade for import only
(data on exports under preference has been received);
(preferential trade on import in the process);

(b) Relaxation/elimination of non-tariff barriers as from
1 January 1986. (Foreign exchange earmarked).
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ANNEX II

STATUS OF INPLEMENTATION OF SUBREGIONAL ROAD PROJECTS
AS OF 31 OCTOBER 1986

•

.. Country

Djibouri:

Ethiopia:

Kenya:

Rwanda:

Somalia:

International. Road Link

- Djibouti-Ethiopia Highway

- Djibouti-Loyada-Berbera
(Somalia)

Alisabieh-Ga1ile road link
ing Djibouti to. Ethiopia.

- ABsab-Djibouti (20 km)

- Awash-Dire Dawa-Dewa1e
road towards Djibouti border

Kabridar Shilabo-Ferfer
connecting Ethiopia to
Somalia (195 km)

- Garessa-Liboi-Kissimayo
Somalia

Isiolo-Moya1e Section of
Trans-East African Highway
(510 km)

Kayonza-Kagitumbe border
with Uganda (121 km)

- Gitarama-Ruhengeri-Cynika
border with Uganda

Kiga1i-Nemba border with
Burundi

- Kisirnayo-Liboi border
with Kenya (286 km) is
feeder road link to the
Trans-East African Highway
and Trans-African Highway.

Status

The portion Djibouti-Arta road
(4J. km) is aspha1ted but
requires rehabilitation •

The portion Djibouti-Loyada:
feasibility study completed in
1984; construction to be
financed by Italy and EEC.

- Unpaved - no financing for
feasibility study.

- Aspha1ted Assab-Djibouti border
road (20 knV, need rehabilitation.

- Made of gravel-funds are sought
to cover the feasibility study.

To be rehabilitated~ but lack
of funds for feasibility studies
and work.

Project in the process of being
jointly submitted by Kenya and
Somalia for financing of
construction works.

Improved engineered gravel
standard, need to be re-
habi litated.

Studies financed and executed
by Belgium; construction work
started in 1986 programmed to
last 30 months.

Construction Ruhengeri-Cynika
completed; feasibility studies
Gitarama-Ruhengeri completed
in 1986.

- Prefeasibility studies completed

Feasibility study completed
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STATUS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RCTD

AS AT 31ST OCTOBER 198~!

Country

1. Burundi

2. Comoros

3. Dj ibouti

4. Ethiopia

5. Kenya

6. Lesotho

7. Malawi

8. MAURITIUS

9. Rwanda

Date of
implementation

Nil

Not applicable

Nil

Nil

1.8.85

Not applicable

3.11.86

Not appIicab Le

Nil

Remarks

Not in a position to use document
because other countries not yet
using it.

Does not have inter-State road
links with other PTA countries phence "not expected to implement RCTD.

Not- decided when to implement document.
The attitude is that at the present
moment there is very little transic
traffic.

Conside~a~ion is being given to
... . implementating the document. At

present the volume of transit traffic
is limited between Ethiopia/Djibouti
and Ethiopia/Kenya.

Has been using document since
1.8.85. Other documents have been
gradually" replaced.

Due to geogrpahical situation not
able to use the document.

Will start using document on the
date indicated.

No transit traffic

Document has been used on a trial
basis during September, 1986.

bl See PTA, Progress Report on the Implementation of Transport and
Communications Programmes and Project, November 1986.
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~ Country Date of RemarksImplementation

l. Burundi Nil National Bureau jnot designated
by 31st October, 1986

2. Comoros Not applicable Due to geographical po~ition not
ina position -to use the card.

3. Djibouti Nil National Bureau not designated
by 31st October, 1986.

4. Ethiopia Nil National Bureau not designated
by 31st October, 1986.

5. Kenya Nil National Bureau not designated
by 31st October, 1986.

6. Lesotho Not applicable Due to geographical position not
in a position to use the card.

7. Malawi Nil National Bureau not designated by
31st October, 1986.

8. Mauritius Not applicable Due to geographical position not
in a position to use the card.

9. Rwanda Nil National Bureau not designated
by 31st October, 1986.

10. Somalia Nil National Bureau not designated
by 31st October, 1986.

II. Swaziland Nil National Bureau not designated
by 31st October, 1986.

c/ Ibid.


